THE SEVENTY-SECOND STUDENT SENATE
Calendar: Wednesday, July 15, 2020

Call to order: 5:09 PM

Pledge of Allegiance: Cusnier
Moment of Silent Reflection:
Roll Call: Corey Adamyk, Daniella Murcia, Isabel Quililan, James Bateman, Gabriella Hinks, Gabrielle Little, Asia
Lavender, Stephanie Selva, Andrew Colvin, Bruno Rossi, Madison Mougey, Knite Wilkinson, Sarai Palacio, Quentin
England, Renee Wang, Kunhavi Palani Gnanam, Julia Eazer, John Alvarez, Katerine Gipalo, Christian Sam, Ashley
Gonzalez, Sasha Martin, Kenley Adams, Stephanie Garcia, Samuel Bogle, Matthew Rual Diaz, Zachary Krueger,
Christian Dean, Bradley Cusnier, Deia Medley-Neyra, Elizabeth Chabot, Peter Mougey, Nimna Gabadage, Shanice
Gabriel, Travis Waters, Col Stinson, Robert Gonzales, Emmabella Rudd, & Mark Porter.

Verification of Quorum: Verified
Corrections and Approval of the Journal:
Student and Non-Budgeted RSO Comments:
Students came to give their opinions and comments on Resolution 59 and anti-Semitism
Mikah Feldman, Moriah Richman, Courtland Culver, Cindy Chamides, Keren Bard, Evan Weinstein
Kathryn Judge, Nicole Shrem, Zack Gersowsky , Jack Fox Keen, Yasmien Farsakh, ShaynaCohen, Noah Kalter,
Stephen Freedman, Halle Gold on behalf of Samantha Jacobsen, Danielle Pinto, Sydney Siegel, Liam Fellows, Halle
Gold, Kayle Reed, Amanda Press, Mikayla Panariello, Shelby Shoup, Brandon Gabay, Tala Habash, Bana Habash, Adi
Cohen, moriah richman , Courtland Culver, Elad Almog, Donna Alima, Roney Levinson, Jake Alvarez on behalf of
someone, Dom Hoffman
Senate took a short recess for two minutes.
Daraldik did not acknowledge Representatives to speak because he has the right to pick and choose who gets to
speak. They could be political and sway senators. Carolyn mentioned they didn’t have parliamentarian and
representatives should be able to talk. England has a point of order. Daraldik brought up that he has the decision to
not let the representatives to speak. Adamyk wants to appeal the chair. Seconded by England. Sam objects. Alvarez
said they need to go to a vote. Senate vote on the objection from Sam. John had a point of order. Motion failed 1618. Adamyk has a point of clarification. Alvarez has a point of clarification.
Cusiner motion to go to Resolution 59.
Special Introductions and Announcements:

Messages from the Executive Branch: Jonathan Levin gave his special guests, Representatives Stark and Emily an
opportunity to talk.
Messages from Agency and Bureau Directors, SGA Organizations Officers and Employees:
Messages from the Executive Cabinet:
Messages from the Class Councils: None
Messages from the Congress of Graduate Students: None
Messages from the Judicial Branch: None
Messages from the Union Board and SOAR Board: Gigi Berrouet- said thank for changing soar board to engagement
ambassadors. Reminded everyone about RSO recognition and how to find the website to be recognized. She
mentioned they will be having RSO 101 orientations.
Messages from the Campus Recreation Board: None
Report of the SGA Accounting Office: Remaining Balances: Senate Projects $32000, PAC $50000, RTAC $60000, and
ORG Fund $4000
Report of Senate Liaisons:
Alvarez unlocked the calendar and want to go to resolution 59. Seconded by dean
Resolution 59 Sponsored by Senators Rudd, Adamyk (P), Adams, Cusnier, England, Mougey, Murray, Selva,
and Stinson (Co)
Student Senate committing to better support the Jewish community in SGA. Murcia moves
to send the resolution to committee, England seconds. REFERRED TO SLAA, 7.1., AMENDED
AND PASSED IN SLAA, 7.1., Passed in Senate 7.15
The sponsors of this resolution spoke: Adamyk and Rudd talked about Resolution 59, the reason for it, and why it is
important for the community to be aware of this resolution. Technical non-debatable question: Alvarez asked the
sponsors about the resolution and the definition they used for Antisemitism. Bogle asked about the definition as well.
Sam asked if SJP and any related organizations support this resolution. Adamyk said he did not reach out to them.
Rudd said she wants to work with the Jewish community, and she did not reach out to SJP or any other related
organizations. Sponsors was giving another 30 seconds. Alvarez moved to amendment resolution 59. No objections.
Adamyk said do the sponsors find this resolution friendly? Resolution goes into debate. Alvarez explains the
resolution. Selva Were the representatives consulted. Alvarez said no they were not
England asked if anyone consulted about this resolution. Alvarez said several group chats and messages talked about
this and a letter was shared. Bogle motion pro con debate and Dean seconded. No Objections.
First Round of Pro: Bogle thanked the members of the public and working through the amendment. He said it focuses
on anti-Semitism itself. Gonzalez said it is quite evident and think this resolution should be strictly about antiSemitism and the importance of it. Dean agreed with the previous senators, he said people should not be biased and
it should be focus on FSU being a safe place for the Jewish community. Martin recognized that some of these people
do not want this resolution to be sent to them and we should respect that. Porter asked the sponsors to talk about
the thought process of including representatives to the resolution. Selva and Rudd said during the SLAA meeting they
wanted to include all of the leader and members involved with the Jewish community and organizations. They
wanted to be unbiased. Dean had point of inquiry about the people who this resolution is supposed to be sent to.

Selva said people was presented and wanted to be included during their SLAA meeting. She did not think that people
objected to the resolution being sent.
First Round of Con: Adamyk said removing one of the members could be problematic. Alvarez accidentally cropped a
person out of the resolution who is supposed to receive this resolution. Selva said any resolution that was made
without including people is disrespectful and they should have been consulted and considered.
Gipalo had a point of clarification about people who were supposed to be included into the amendment.
Daraldik explained who is supposed to be included and the pro/con of voting.
The amendment to the resolution was approved by 33-1-7
First round of pro. Alvarez motion moved to amend resolution 59. Seconded by Chabot. Gonzalez has a point of
personal preference to read the amendment. Rudd doesn’t find the resolution friendly. Lavender has a point of
inquiry. Sponsors of the amendment responded to Lavender inquiry. Alvarez spoke about understanding the
concerns and focus on the importance of the resolution. Bogle motion to cross a word out. Chabot second.
Sponsors finds this amendment friendly.
Selva asked if the sponsors consulted the Jewish RSO. Adamyk said no. Chabot asked if the Jewish Student Union an
RSO. Adamyk said they are not yet. Darladik said they are going to. England has a point of information. Alvarez
responded.
Pro/Con Debate
Bogle had point of clarification about working with Alvarez and consulted members of the Jewish Community leaders.
Bogle spoke in first round of pro about the resolution and having liaisons. Travis waters speaks about supporting the
amendment and having liaisons. Martin brought up about including multiple organizations and voices a part of this
amendment. Gonzalez spoke about liaisons and rules of procedures. Dean agree with the previous senators and they
should make sure they consult all members of the Jewish Community. Waters waive time in pro. Leckie seconded.
Leckie has a point of information about the meaning of having a liaison. Alvarez explains what a liaison is. Adamyk
talked about having a liaison and having a problem with the word relevant JSUs. England spoke about the word
relevant in the resolution. Lavender had a point of inquiry. Selva responded to the point of inquiry.
Bogle moved to strike the word relevant. Seconded by Chabot. Alvarez found the resolution friendly.
Leckie moved to question. Bogle second. Adamyk talked about the word relevant.
Sponsors: Alvarez spoke about understanding the concerns and focus on the importance of the resolution. Talked
about the definition of Anti-semitism. Cusiner had a technical debatable definition. Alvarez responded. Bogle had a
technical debatable definition.
Porter moved into pro/con debate. Cusiner seconded.
Adamyk had point of information. Alvarez responded.
Lavender motioned and does not have an issue and want a 2-minute recess for the sponsors to consult with the
Jewish community. Seconded by England. Porter Object because everyone was aware of this resolution. Lavender do
not reject her motion. Recess was voted in favor for a two-minute recess. Alvarez received numerous of emails and
messages about the resolution during the recess. Gipalo asked for point of inquiry about the tone from people who
sent messages.
Murcia asked for a 3-minute break for a roll call. Seconded by Senator Porter.
First Round of pro: Lavender spoke in pro.
Second round of con: Selva spoke in con. Gonzalez spoke in con. Waters spoke in con. England spoke in con.
Cusiner moved to call to question. Bogle seconded. Porter objected. Cusiner rescind his motion

Second round of Pro: Chabot spoke in pro.
Second round of con. England motion to call to question
Amendment failed 12-26-3
Alvarez has a point of information. Sponsors of the resolution responded. Cusnier spoke.
Dean proposed an amendment. Second by Waters. Bogle objected. Sponsors found the motion friendly. Resolution
has been amended to Senate President.
First round of pro of resolution 59: Stinson spoke. England spoke.
Alvarez had a point of order.
Moved back to amendment about removing the senate president’s name.
Bogle withdraw his objection. Dean spoke.
Amendment has been adopted.
Leckie spoke on pro. Selva spoke on pro. Bogle spoke on pro.
Second round of con: Sam proposed an amendment. Seconded by waters.
The sponsors found the amendment not friendly.
Sam reached out to SJP and organizations.
Waters moved to pro/con debate. Seconded by Cusnier.
Pro: Gonzalez spoke.
Con: no cons.
Cusnier moved to call to question. Waters second.
Sam doesn’t think its necessary to included Palestinian because it focused on the Jewish community.
Amendment passed and adopted about excluding pieces of whereas 36-1-5
Dean proposed an amendment.
Rounds of debate: First round of Pro: Alvarez asked for an additional 30 seconds to the closing. Seconded by England.
England made a point about the definition and the most accepted definition of anti-semitism.
Selva said the definition is accepted by over 30 states and nations. Adamyk said he has a link that he looked at.
Daraldik shared this link https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/first-ever-40-jewish-groups-worldwide-oppose-equatingantisemitism-with-criticism-of-israel/ with the senators and guest. Murcia had point of personal privilege for the
amendment to be read out loud. The sponsors found the amendment friendly. The amendment went into debate.
Dean shared that he has not seen a piece of legislation that has people for and against it.
Motion to moved pro con debate by Murcia and second by Sam. Murcia asked where Dean get this definition. Dean
responded and said that he received from numerous people in the community. Murcia asked if he will be willing to
reach out to the Jewish community. First round of pro: Sam think this definition encompasses everything they are
looking for. Moguey asked if JVP a political organization. Dean said he do not want to answer and be wrong. He is
unsure. Moguey ask for clarification from the sponsor. Darladik calls to question. Cusnier motion and leckie
seconded. Dean said his intent is to make sure his constituents.
Amendment Failed. 6-28-8
First round of con: Alvarez do not feel comfortable about voting on this resolution. Sam does not feel comfortable
how the country uses this definition. Alvarez asked to refraim from laws of other nations. Cusiner moved to question
and seconded by England. Gonzalez object. Cusiner does not recall his motion. Alvarez the motion required a 2/3
vote to call of motion. The call to question passed with 6 percent over the 2/3 threshold. Rudd recognized a cosponsor to help close. Selva talked about how students have been attending this meeting for month about this
resolution. Adamyk said they spent over 2 hours nick picking his amendment. Resolution passed 25-15

Report of Committees: Finance, SLAA, IA, RI&J Ad Hoc, Rules meets prior to Senate. Budget did not meet.
Senate Confirmations: Melanie Green-VSU Secretary, John Wallace-VSU External Coordinator, Cam Bickley-VSU
Internal Coordinator, Isabella Hernandez-PSU Treasurer, Erick Tapia-HLSU Treasurer, & Deborah Maldonado-HLSU
Secretary.
Consent Calendar: PAC and RTAC do not meet in the summer.
Resolution 59 Sponsored by Senators Rudd, Adamyk (P), Adams, Cusnier, England, Mougey, Murray, Selva,
and Stinson (Co)
Student Senate committing to better support the Jewish community in SGA. Murcia moves
to send the resolution to committee, England seconds. REFERRED TO SLAA, 7.1., AMENDED
AND PASSED IN SLAA, 7.1.
Bill 93

Sponsored by Senator J. Alvarez
Amending Student Body Statutes Chapter 211 to add SGA Indigenous Land Acknowledgment.
REFERRED TO SLAA, JUDICIARY, THEN RULES, 7.1, TABLED IN SLAA, 7.7. PASSED IN SLAA
7.10, PASSED AND AMENDED IN JUDICIARY 7.13., PASSED IN RULES, 7.15

Alvarez, the sponsor of Bill 93, talked about his Bill 93 about the relationship of the Seminole tribe of Florida and how
we should talk about and honor the history. Bill 93 is Amending Student Body Statutes Chapter 211 to add SGA
Indigenous Land Acknowledgment. Bogle asked a technical non debatable comment about when the land
acknowledgement should be said and what capacity. Alvarez said it should be said at the beginning of every meeting
as well as a moment of silence. Dean moved to enter pro con. Seconded by Cusiner. Pro-Con debate. Pro: Dean
moved to extinguish the time in pro. Seconded by Cusiner. No objections. Con: Porter said this bill is surface level
allyship and it does not do anything about it. Porter said we need to promote growth and education. Saying the land
acknowledgement at the beginning of each meeting and not backing it up, will not be beneficial. Dean moved to call
a question and seconded by Cusiner. Alvarez responds to question of Porter. The Bill 93 passed by 37-1-3.
Cusiner wants to hear Resolution 49.
Darladik said he will end the meeting at midnight.
Dean will like to move the Bill to the first reading. Seconded by England.
Adamyk wants to hear about Bill 91.
Darladik doesn’t want to hear any more legislation.
Moguey calls for the vote of the senate to hear more legislation
Daraldik is willing to hear more resolution if Senate wants to, but only until midnight.
Resolution 72 Sponsored by Senator Sam (P), Dean, Gonzalez, and Martin (Co)
Condemning the actions of Fort Hood, standing in solidarity with survivors, and pledging to
support student veterans.
Daraldik sent Resolution 72 on the floor. The sponsors explain the resolution. No Technical non-debatable questions.
Gonzalez moved to pro-con debate, seconded by Martin. No objections. First round of pro. Gonzalez speaks in pro

and how needed it is and important for them to addressed. Dean waived the remainder of time in pro, seconded by
Wang. First round of Con. No comments about the cons of resolution 72. Senator Porter motion to pass by
acclimation, seconded. Resolution passes by acclimation.
Gonzalez wants to 68 heard. Adamyk wants to hear Bill 91. Porter wants to hear Resolution 45, to add a sponsor since
it is his last meeting.
Porter motion to add Murcia as a primary sponsor for resolution 45. Seconded by Leckie. No objections. Passed.
Resolution 68 Sponsored by Senators Chabot & Murcia (P), Waters, J. Alvarez, Wang, Garcia, Martin, Hinks
& Palacio
Strongly supporting the removal of the Eppes Statue and the renaming of the Eppes building.
The sponsors explain Resolution 68. No technical non-debatable questions. Gonzalez motion for pro-con debate,
seconded by Leckie. No objections. First round of Pro. England speaks about the troubles of passing the statue and is
in favor. Alvarez has a point of clarification about the resolution. Chabot clarifies. Bogle is in favor of Resolution of 68
and talks about they have the right to who they want to glorify with statues and buildings. Gonzalez feels sad that this
is the first resolution they have heard since the Black Lives Matters movement. Waters talks about his ancestors and
the mistreatment they received. Alvarez redacted his clarification of the resolution. First round of Con. No comments
about the cons of the resolution. Dean motion to pass the resolution by acclimation, seconded by waters. Alvarez
moved to object. Dean withdraws. Alvarez speaks to finish his statement. Dean moves to pass by acclimation. Waters
seconded. Resolution 68 passed by acclimation.
Bill 91

Sponsored by Senator Mougey (P) and Adamyk (Co)
Amending Student Body Statutes Chapter 807 with regards to updating “SOAR Board” to
“Engagement Ambassadors.” REFERRED TO FINANCE, THEN JUDICIARY, 7.1., PASSED IN
FINANCE, 7.7., PASSED IN JUDICIARY, 7.13.

The sponsors explain Bill 91. Technical non-debatable questions. Alvarez asked if this bill will be passed quickly. Procon debate moved by Gonzalez. Seconded by Gipalo. First round of Pro. Cusiner waived the remainder of pro. First
round of Con. Alvarez wants to waive the remainder of Con and move to pass the bill with unanimous consent.
Seconded by Chabot. Motion been accepted. No objections. Bill 91 has been accepted.
Leckie moved to place Resolution to the calendar. Seconded by Gnanam. It is added to the calendar to first reading.
Resolution 66

Sponsored by Senators Hinks & Gnanam (P), Wang, Bogle,and Murcia
Apologizing to survivors on behalf on individuals that did not showcase their support for
survivors during the Senate meeting.

The sponsors explain the resolution. No technical non-debatable questions. Cusiner moved to go into Pro-Con
debate. Seconded by Gipalo. No objections. Pro-con debate. Alvarez speaks in pro. Gonzalez waived the remainder of
time in pro. First round of con. No comments during the first round of con. Sam moved to pass by acclimation.
Seconded by Little. No objections. Passed by Acclimation.
Resolution 64 Sponsored by Chabot, Murcia (P), J. Alvarez, Hinks, Gnanam
Strongly urging the administration to reconsider its reversal of their previous decision to
allow employees to care for children while working remotely from home. REFERRED TO
SLAA THEN RULES, 7.1. AMENDED AND PASSED IN SLAA, 7.7., PASSED IN RULES, 7.15
The sponsors explain the resolution. No debatable non-technical questions. Leckie moved to pro-con debate.
Seconded by Gipalo. No objections. First round of pro. Gipalo speaks in favor. Leckie said this received media

attention. Leckie waived the remainder time of pro. No comments in the first round of con. Hinks moved to pass by
acclimation. Gipalo seconded. No objections.
Unfinished Business:
Statements of Dissent:
New Business: Election of Senate Pro Tempore. Bill 26 Presidential Veto. Senator of the Month for April, May, June
Closing Announcements: Advisor Scott thanked Senate for the hard work and dedication to SGA. He encouraged them
to take a break and find a hobby before school starts back up.
Final Roll Call: Corey Adamyk, Daniella Murcia, Isabel Quililan, James Bateman, Gabriella Hinks, Gabrielle Little, Asia
Lavender, Stephanie Selva, Andrew Colvin, Bruno Rossi, Madison Mougey, Knite Wilkinson, Sarai Palacio, Quentin
England, Renee Wang, Kunhavi Palani Gnanam, Julia Eazer, John Alvarez, Katerine Gipalo, Christian Sam, Ashley
Gonzalez, Sasha Martin, Kenley Adams, Stephanie Garcia, Samuel Bogle, Matthew Rual Diaz, Zachary Krueger,
Christian Dean, Bradley Cusnier, Deia Medley-Neyra, Elizabeth Chabot, Peter Mougey, Nimna Gabadage, Shanice
Gabriel, Travis Waters, Col Stinson, Robert Gonzales, Emmabella Rudd, & Mark Porter

Zoom Senate Recording: https://fsu.zoom.us/rec/share/_JBfLb7i5GBIGoHLxU3FRrc5T4qeaa813Aar_MEyx6oSU4ZDLzA8HHRUBX5rOSh

